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Solo voice: When I find myself in times of trouble, Father Hoskins comes to me.
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Speaking words of wisdom, P V... And in my hour of darkness, baro-clinic inst-
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bility: There will be an answer, P V...
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When the broken contours tell us
There's cascading enstrophy,
There will be an answer,
And

There will be an answer,
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There's cascading enstrophy,
There will be an answer,
And
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There's cascading enstrophy,
There will be an answer,
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There's cascading enstrophy,
There will be an answer,
And

There will be an answer,
And when it's less than zero and it's closure...

lost its ellipticity, You just can't invert it, P

Ah ooh, Ooh

P V, P V, P V, P V, P V, You just can't invert it, P
The Stratospheric Polar Vortex
Vortex Interactions
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Ossia: guitarist can strum chords: G
Guitar ad lib
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The World's Largest Breaking Waves
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brillante, al Szymanowski
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Ossia: sing with top line
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Oh

And when the night is

Oh

And when the night is

Oh

sempre dim.